MEDTECH MEETS ELIGIBILTY REQUIREMENTS FOR SMALL TO MEDIUM-SIZED
BUSINESSES’ EQUITY SAVINGS PLAN
Montpellier, France, April 3, 2014 – MEDTECH (Euronext, FR0010892950 - ROSA) a company
specialized in designing, developing and marketing innovative surgical robots, is pleased to announce
that it now meets all the eligibility criteria* for an equity savings plan as specified in the 2014-283
decree in force since March 4, 2013.
Consequently, MEDTECH shares may be incorporated into equity savings plan accounts for small to
medium-sized businesses. Please note that these benefit from the same tax advantages as a traditional
equity savings plan.
* To be eligible, companies must either have fewer than 5 000 employees and an annual revenue of less than 1.5
M €uros, or their annual earnings must not exceed 2 M €uros. These criteria take into account the fact that the
company may be part of a group.

Next date:
Publication of Q3 financial report for 2013/2014 on May 12, 2014 (after market closure).

For more information about financial transactions: www.medtech-bourse.com
About MEDTECH
MEDTECH, founded in 2002 by Bertin NAHUM and based near Montpellier, is the European specialist
in design, development and marketing of innovative robotic-assistive devices for medico-surgical
interventions, thus contributing to the implementation of safer, more efficient, less invasive
treatment.
In 2006, MEDTECH sold the patent portfolio for its first robot, BRIGIT™, designed for knee surgery,
to Zimmer Inc. (NYSE : ZMH).
In 2007, MEDTECH developed ROSA™ Brain, an innovative robotic device devoted to brain surgery,
which has now been officially approved in Europe, the United States and Canada.
With the launch of its latest robot, ROSA™ Spine, MEDTECH has broadened its field of intervention
with this new equipment for spinal surgery.
In 2013, MEDTECH received the «European Company of the Year » award in the «robotics
neurosurgery » category from Frost & Sullivan.
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